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If you’ve been paying attention, you might have noticed that black Soros-backed Marxist prosecutors are actively targeting Trump and his conservative
allies. It’s hardly a well-kept secret, though some are just starting to connect the dots. The truth is now undeniable: we’re witnessing a DEI-led
persecution of political dissidents. And no, this isn’t just some conspiracy theory—it’s stark reality.

RELATED: Congress is quietly trying to put ‘DEI’ quotas back into college admissions and every aspect of American life. They hope you
don’t notice…

If you’re still skeptical, just listen to Mad Max openly discuss why DEI is so crucial. Why the focus on this? Because DEI is instrumental in undermining
President Trump, which seems to be the Biden Regime’s top priority. Nothing is more critical than dismantling “45,” and it’s an all-hands-on-deck effort.
Every resource is being tapped, including the strategic use of easily controlled and manipulated minorities, to ensure they achieve their goal.

RELATED: DEI prosecutor who once said she’d never ‘degrade herself for a dolla’ was just convicted for stealing $15 million in COVID
funds…

That’s pretty much the ugly story Mad Max revealed in this short but very insightful clip.

Rep. Maxine Waters (D) explains why DEI is so important:

Black prosecutors are going after Trump pic.twitter.com/LG7fw1DYg8

— End Wokeness (@EndWokeness) June 11, 2024

This clip really sheds light on what the left is actually aiming for with DEI. It’s not merely about boosting diversity by filling the workplace with
minorities. It’s a more sinister plan: they’re looking to saturate the US with a brigade of easily-manipulated simpletons. These folks follow orders without
a second thought, overwhelmed with gratitude for opportunities they know they haven’t earned. Revolver has been on top of the DEI scheme for ages,
and we connected the dots on a very similar scenario months ago. We likened the current state of the US to a disorganized DMV, dominated by subpar
employees who are now in charge of the entire show:
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Revolver:

The fantastic fall of Fani Willis is one of the great comedies of recent American politics. It’s the flagrant corruption of Hunter Biden, mixed
with the stupidity of Jussie Smollett, the courtroom farce of the George Zimmerman trial, and the sky-high political stakes of a U.S.
presidential election. It’s the joyous, healthy humor of seeing a wicked, ridiculous person be exposed and get exactly what she deserves.

[…]

America’s regime elevated a clown-show affirmative-action incompetent who only cares about herself, told her that she was a big hero
simply for existing, and now we are all reaping the consequences.

But don’t laugh too hard at the left’s Fani Fiasco. Because lurking beneath the Fulton County farce is a dark look at an institutional decay in
American life that has only just begun.

Compare Fani Willis with, say, another prosecutor, an older one who represents America’s past: Robert Mueller.

Robert Mueller’s investigation was born of deceit and dark political motivations, as befits a reliable government functionary. Yet for all
Mueller’s faults, it was also a smooth and, in the end, relatively professional operation. When Mueller learned about the affair and improper
text messages between FBI agents Peter Strzok and Lisa Page, he removed them both from the case, months before the story leaked to the
press. While there is much to attack about earlier cases in Mueller’s career (for one, he helped to cover up the Saudi role in 9/11), his own
personal life appears extremely boring, with a 50-year marriage to a woman he met in high school.

Despite being the biggest story in the country with a vast whirlwind of rumors around it, Mueller’s own probe had minimal leaks. Despite
enormous celebrity status thanks to a Trump-deranged left (remember these?), Mueller did very little to court publicity. His investigation
rarely said anything, only briefly stepping forward to debunk a false anti-Trump report by Buzzfeed News. And, of course, when all was
said and done, despite enormous hype and tens of millions of dollars spent, despite the entire American ruling class practically begging him
to send the Bad Orange Man to prison, Mueller’s final report found no evidence of “Russian collusion” and brought no criminal charges
against President Trump.

Now, take in all of that and go back to the adventures of Flim-Flam Fani.

Willis’s illicit relationship could have easily remained hidden, or at least inconsequential, if she had been even slightly less stupid. But she
just could not help herself. It wasn’t enough to hire her lover. She had to make him special counsel on by far her most high-profile case,

https://revolver.news/2024/02/dmv-america-the-fani-willis-problem/


which would attract by a million miles the most press attention and the most expensive, diligent lawyers. It wasn’t enough to carry on a tryst
with Willis. She had to go on one lavish vacation after another with him.

Willis’s excuses for her behavior are the sort that require a lobotomy to accept. Her relationship with Willis was entirely appropriate and
aboveboard, yet Willis felt compelled to hide it because, well, *mumble mumble*. Was Willis using her highly-paid lover as a conduit to get
those vacations? Not at all. By happenstance, Fani just keeps $15,000 (15 large) in cash in her home at all times for just this sort of thing.
And by golly, it turns out Wade liked to do the same thing. How handy!

You can read the entire piece here:

DMV America: The Regime’s Fani Willis Problem, and Ours

As Revolver pointed out and Mad Max now reveals, DEI has become a nuclear weapon for the left, brilliantly crafted to demolish their opponents. It’s a
cunning strategy: enlist not-so-sharp individuals to brazenly carry out wildly absurd lawfare schemes. And bonus: these DEI proponents are hardly
concerned with reputation or professionalism. They lack that kind of career finesse and will blindly follow orders, appearing like mindless puppets as
they chip away at the judicial system. In reality, they’re just pawns in a game controlled by far more shrewd and crafty people.
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Biden Plans on Tying Trump’s Hands With a Tricky Corporate DEI Scam Bill: Will Republicans
Stop It This Tuesday?

Vindication: FBI Agent’s Security Clearance Reinstated After It Was Revoked for Sharing
Revolver News January 6 Report With Colleagues

Doxxing Is Dying—But the World Isn’t Free Yet
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